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COS KFOR

Lessons Learned

I

would classify everyone I have met here in KFOR
as extremely professional but just like every other
organization we have friction and almost all of this
friction is caused by misunderstanding. I ask myself,
how can I help reduce this friction and the answer I
came up with is to apply lessons learned. Everyone
knows we focus on lessons learned in order to improve
our capability and to not repeat the same mistakes.
What have I learned in my last eleven months as the
Chief of Staff?
First; communication is key. That means you have to be
clear, concise and understood. Clear means you have been
able to relay your point such as “secure that building.”
Concise means staying on target and relaying only
relevant information. Relaying non relevant information
can distract or confuse your audience. Being understood
comes into play because most words have more than one
meaning.
Going back to the example of “secure the building”
did I mean to lock the windows and doors, to guard the
building or to buy the building? There is a big difference
in all three responses, so you may clearly hear concise
guidance but you must make sure you understand what
you clearly hear.
Second; trust and empower your subordinates. As I
stated earlier, everyone I have met is a professional and
they are proudly representing their country. Nations
only send their best and brightest abroad.
KFOR members can do their jobs and more. If someone
is doing the minimum it is usually because they do not
believe they have been empowered to do anything else.
Give them hard tasks; they will not let you down. KFOR
members may speak English with different accents but
they are all military professionals willing to assist in and
accomplish every mission.
Third; remember this is a multinational environment
meaning, this is neither mine nor your country. We must
keep this in mind because what we do back home may
be acceptable there but it may be offensive to some of
our multination partners here. If you think something
may offend someone, don’t do it, or at least ask them if
your actions will offend them. If they say yes, do the right
thing. If by some chance someone is doing something
you find offensive let them know you find it offensive
and why. I bet they will stop the offensive behavior.

Three simple things, communicate, empower and accept
others are your keys to being effective and enjoying your
tour.
One other thing I would like to share is remember your
attitude is contagious. A negative attitude goes nowhere
yet a “can do” attitude goes a long way. It goes even
further if it is a positive “can do” attitude. We know we
have to accomplish tasks, some we like, some we may
not, but regardless, they still have to be accomplished, so
grin and do it. If you make people think it is enjoyable
they may give you a hand.
Your actions and demeanor influence those around
you, so always be positive. Remember the words of a
famous General when he was told he was surrounded,
“At least now I know which way to attack.”
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Steven W. Duff
Brigadier General
Chief of Staff KFOR
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SUCCESSFUL CO-OPERATION
OF COMBINED FORCES
ENGINEERS SALVAGE CRASHED HELICOPTER
PICTURES: Stabsfeldwebel Reinhold Gerner (3)

The retrieval of the Bell UH ID helicopter, which crashed on 05 May
2003, was a concrete example of an enthusiastic salvage effort.

T

he retrieval of the Bell UH ID
helicopter, which crashed on
05 May, was a concrete example
of a dedicate salvage effort. The
German Engineer Company of
KFOR, under the leadership of
Major Andreas Rueger, was the
lead unit in this successful salvage
operation.

The actual retrieval demanded an
enormous amount of improvisation.
The helicopter had crash-landed with
its rotor blades upside down, in the
4

shallow part of the river Beli Drim,
and fortunately did not slide down
in the 8-meter deep river bed only a
few meters away. After an exact area
reconnaissance and the set-up of the
organisation at the salvage site, all
missing equipment, such as inflatable
boats and diving equipment was
flown in from Germany, within a
short amount of time. Furthermore,
Engineer Divers from Brannenburg
in Southern Germany surveyed the
river and assisted in the retrieval of
the aircraft.
Also, a 70-ton crane from the
German logistic battalion, capable
of lifting the weight of the
helicopter at a distance
of 27 meters was brought
in. The site of the crane
in the ravine of the Beli
Drim had to be prepared
beforehand by a combat
engineer vehicle. Combat
Engineers built in a short
time an inflatable boat
ferry to stabilize and
secure the helicopter and
its on board equipment
after lifting.
There was also the danger
of the helicopter
breaking in two, due
to the large amount
of mud and water
inside. Centimeter
by
centimeter,
with
remarkable
coordination by the salvage
crews the aircraft finally
appeared. Divers and salvage
crews from the Army Aviation
KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013

Corps in Toplicane constantly
checked the state of the helicopter in
close co-operation with the crew of
the crane. After about 2 ½ hours, the
aircraft was set atop the raft ferry and
cleaned of the heavy mud inside the
cockpit. An hour later the inflatable
boat ferry reached the solid bank of
the river Beli Drim. Finally, a heavy
equipment transporter brought the
aircraft to Toplicane. Major Rueger,
who was in charge of this remarkable
salvage
operation,
expressed
his appreciation to all involved
soldiers. “This was an outstanding
demonstration of the interaction of
combined forces. Everything just fell
into place”, were his words of praise
at the end of the salvage operation
on 11 May.
Reinhold Gerner, MAZ&More
Translated by Sgt. Dessau
and SFC. Jades

PICTURES: MSG HAUG, Richard (3)

MAYPOLE CELEBRATION

The Maypole ready to be raised !

MAYPOLE CELEBRATION
FOR A GOOD CAUSE
A traditional Maypole celebration took place in Camp Film City (CFC), Prishtinë/Priština on 01
May. All Austrian soldiers from CFC and soldiers of all nations were invited to mark the occasion.

T

he 13 metre high Maypole
was a gift from the mayor of
Suharekë/Suva Reka. Cooperation
and support was needed to
transport the tree to Prishtinë/
Priština; the Swiss helicopter
“Cougar” was used. As is the custom
in Austria, the tree was protected
against Maypole “thieves“ in the
lead up to the celebration.
Altogether, approximately 300
soldiers and civilians of all nations
gathered around “Little Austria“

for the ceremony. The visitors
were offered traditional Austrian
Apfelstrudel
and
home-made
Gulasch, as well as being entertained
by a Kosovar dance group. A loud
cheer greeted the raising of the
Maypole into position. At the same
time as the Maypole celebration
there was also a voluntary collection
held to support a seriously ill child,
who suffers from a kidney condition.
The costs for the boy‘s operation in
Germany will be borne by the Kosovo
Department of Health, but the costs
Austrian Music

of travelling for examinations is
not covered. A total of €1,200 was
collected and presented by the
Austrian Contingent Commandant,
Colonel Staudacher, to the grateful
father. Master Zyba, the father of the
boy, expressed his many thanks to
all Austrian soldiers in Kosovo and
asked Colonel Staudacher to pass on
his gratitude to all KFOR soldiers
that helped.
Sgt Stephan Weiss
Traditional Kosovar Dance Group
KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013
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ToA - MNBG W

TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY MNBG W
In the presence of Major General Volker Halbauer, Commander of NATO Kosovo Force,
Multinational Battle Group West celebrated their Transfer of Authority
and command ceremony in Camp Villaggio Italia, Peja/Pec on Wednesday 15 May.

O

n a sunny day, MNBG
West units, composed of
Austrian, Italian and Slovenian
troops, attended the ceremony for
the Change of Command.
After six months of command,
Colonel Ascenzo Tocci, outgoing
COM MNBG West, gave back his
flag to COM KFOR, whom then
handed it over to Colonel Pierpaolo
Giacomini Tiveron, incoming

MNBG West Commander. During
his speech Colonel Tocci underlined
the great job and the professionalism
shown by his unit and highlighted
the important achievements of the
MNBG West during his six months
of command; moreover he expressed
his admiration and appreciation to
all units that support KFOR efforts.
COM KFOR deeply thanked
Colonel Tocci for the excellent job

COM KFOR with the new COM MNBG-W

done during his command period,
while wishing Colonel Giacomini
Tiveron the best in his new job and
good luck for the future.

COM KFOR with Colonel Giacomini Tiveron (Left) and Colonel Tocci (Right)
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At the end of the ceremony Colonel
Ascenzo Tocci was decorated by
Major General Volker Halbauer with
NATO Non Article V medal for the
Balkans.
Capt Pietro D’Angelo

DEMOLITION IN CAMP PRIZREN

BLUE RESIDENCE DEMOLITION
IN CAMP PRIZREN
For years, every contingent in Camp Prizren (CP) could see a huge and partially destroyed
building, the “Blue Residence”. This former Headquarters of the Yugoslav Army was bombed by
NATO in 1999. But it was not enough to make it collapse.
he
unsecured
building
remained the same for 14 years,
until the joint work of JLSG Swiss
engineers, Ukrainian engineers,
Transportation Company and
EOD/IEDD teams.
After
the
KFOR
Logistic
Conference on 30 November
2012, DEU National Contingent
Commander (NCC) requested the
support of JLSG to get rid of the Blue
Residence.
On 27 February 2013, COM KFOR
visited Camp Prizren with COM
JLSG and DEU NCC in order to
evaluate the amount of work. COM
KFOR approved the project because
it would;
• offer a better staging capability in

The final piece falls

Camp Prizren (for the basing of the
ORF battalion for instance)
• increase the safety level of the area
• train the KFOR engineers
A 16 week comprehensive project
began for JLSG. This project required
the use of the full spectrum of JLSG
assets: transportation, engineers and
EOD/IEDD capacity. Clearance,
demolition and evacuation were
conducted at the same time,
coordinated by JLSG HQ;
• the Swiss engineers operated the
excavators and front loaders while
the Ukrainian engineers used their
40T demolition tank
• the crushed rubble was reused
in order to fill up the vacuum
spaces of the building’s basement
and the remaining rubble was
transported by JLSG
Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n
Company to the
designated garbage
dump
• the EOD/IEDD
teams
provided
to the engineers
a safe and secure
environment
by
cleaning the whole
building
and
surroundings area
of any EO & UXO
devices. They found
4 rifles, 1 pump gun,
KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013

diverse weapon equipment, 21 hand
grenades, 1 rifle grenade and 1 full
box of ammunition
Then on 17 May, the 900 HP of
the UKR tank and a cable collapsed
the last part of the building; the
strongest part. During the entire
project, JLSG units could enjoy

PICTURES: JLSG

T

Clearance equipment

the facilities of Camp Prizren. CP
Commander provided real life
support, accommodation, meals and
fuel. He can now plan to use this area
for a new building for KFOR troops
Capt Benjamin Piot
7
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BROTHER AND SISTER

i Caporal Magg. Sc. Alessandro & Anna Tringale

A FAMILY AFFAIR
KFOR Chronicle gets to meet with an Italian Army brother and sister
serving in KFOR at the same time.

T

he story of the Tringale siblings
is quite particular and a little
bit special.

in Bosnia-Herzegovina in 2007,
Afghanistan in 2008 and 2010 and
Lebanon in 2011.

OR-4 Alessandro and OR-4 Anna
Tringale come from Catania, in
western Sicily and they are deployed
in Camp “Villaggio Italia” at
Multinational Battle Group West,
Pejë/Pec.
Alessandro’s
present
appointment is driver to the MNBG
West Commander, while Anna’s job
is at the local area network helpdesk
of MNBG West in Signals Company.

Alessandro - What was your
reaction to know that your
deployment would be together
with your sister?
“It was very nice to know last
winter that I will live the KFOR
experience together with my sister
Anna. Different to previous overseas
deployments a little piece of my
family is with me here. When we
call our parents in Italy, strangely we
are able to use the same cell phone!
Often it happens that we can have
dinner together and we can talk of
our common things. This mission is
proving a very important experience
for both of us”.

Alessandro joined the Italian Army
in 1998 as a volunteer private and was
assigned to the 5th Artillery MLRS
Regiment. This is his fifth overseas
mission, having previously served
in Albania in 2000 and 2001 and in
Afghanistan in 2004 and 2006.
Anna joined the Italian Army in
2005 as a volunteer private and was
assigned to 7th Signal Regiment in
Sacile. This is also her fifth overseas
mission, having been deployed
8

Alessandro - How are you living
this experience of KFOR?
“This is my fifth overseas
mission, but Kosovo is a totally
new experience and thanks to my
appointment, I have the opportunity
KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013

to drive a lot along Kosovo roads
and to experience different places
and realities that are increasing my
knowledge of this land”.
Anna - What do you think about
the KFOR mission so far?
“KFOR is a new experience for
me; my present appointment is
giving me more responsibility than
other overseas missions. Finding
the solutions to branch issues
is increasing my expertise and
professional skill”.
Alessandro and Anna - What are
your family’s feelings towards your
mission with KFOR?
“Our family is very proud of our
work and choices. This time they are
obviously happier because we can
be together. Our duty often brought
us far from each other, but this time
we can spend a little bit more time
together and tell our experiences
to our parents when we get back in
Italy”.
Capt Pietro D’Angelo

CAMP NOVO SELO

MOROCCAN ARMY DAY
The 14th of May was the day to celebrate the achievements of the Moroccan nation, to interweave
the links between the past and the present and to promote the Moroccan national identity.

I

t is a day to remember when the
Royal Armed Forces was created
by the late King, his Majesty
Mohammed V.

UN Special Representative of the
Secretary General, accompanied by
his wife, took the floor to express
his happiness to participate in
the ceremony. In a very typical
Moroccan spiritual atmosphere, the

by the reading of the Agenda of
His Majesty the King Mohamed
VI and then the Parade performed
by detachments representing the
Moroccan, French and US armies.
This was carried out in front of the
Multinational Forward Command
Post/MNBG-E
detachment;
witnessing the great cooperation
between the different forces within
KFOR. At 18:30hrs, the guests were
listening to the opening words of the
Moroccan Contingent Commander,
LtCol Reda Chaib, who welcomed
all the participants. Then the

guests enjoyed the traditional meals
of the Moroccan cuisine and also the
traditional music.

PICTURE: FSG EZ-EDDINE, Idiri (1)

The Moroccan Royal Armed Forces

Moroccan
soldier
attributes;
nobility, honour and faithfulness.
The ceremony went through the
traditional rituals of the Moroccan
festivities. It started with the Parade
Ceremony in the morning, followed

LtCol Reda Chaib takes the parade

have demonstrated a remarkable
high level of professionalism in
national and international theatres.
By performing all their tasks,
they always hold to the qualities
of discipline and professionalism
that characterise their professional
modern army.
Hence, His Majesty, the King
Mohamed VI, through his Agenda,
expressed appreciation for their
sacrifices
and
unconditioned
defending of the homeland and its
properties with all the authentic

KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013

Finally, the symbolism of this
historic event will remain entrenched
in the hearts of all Moroccans. A new
page in the Royal Armed Forces’
history, witnessing all their greatest
sacrifices, whether defending their
country’s unity and stability, or in
the framework of the international
security, humanitarian and peacekeeping operations.
Lt Yassine Benali
9

HISTORY REPORT
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TREPÇA/TREPČA MINE MUSEUM
The historical significance of Kosovo’s location can be seen in the rocks and
crystals that fill the Trepça/Trepča Mine Museum in Stan Tërg/Stari trg.

M

inerals have been extracted
from the land in this region
since the time of the Roman
empire and mining has played an
important part in the history of the
region.

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

The area of Trepça/Trepča is located
in the mountains to the east of
Mitrovicë/Mitrovica. The mines that
extend throughout the region take
their name from this area. Evidence

of mining activity stretches back to
the Roman times, when the region
was part of Illyria, which consisted
of the western part of the Balkan
Peninsula. Upon occupying the area,
the Romans were amazed at the
ability of the population to extract
minerals from the earth. In fact, they
were so impressed they exported
the knowledge and expertise of
the local population to other areas
under Roman control, where similar

Trepça/Trepča Mine Museum

10
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minerals had been discovered. In
the 13th century, mining activity
increased quickly. This increase
in activity corresponded with the
construction of fortresses in the area
for protection against the Ottoman
forces.
In the 1920’s geologists began
explorations in the region near Stan
Tërg/Stari trg, beside Trepça/Trepča.
In 1926 the mining enterprise was

MINE MUSEUM

Train system used in the mines

investment would be required to
repair and update the smelters and
refineries throughout the area. To
mark the importance of the mines in

the mountain. The miners presently
work at a depth of about 800m from
the surface, mining approximately
100m above sea level. Pieces from

the history of the region, a museum
was opened in 1964 at Stan Tërg/Stari
trg. This museum was replaced by a
new purpose built structure officially
opened in the summer of 2012. It
now houses over 1600 exhibits from
the region, mainly crystal and rock
extracts but also mining tools and
equipment from the 13th century.
There is also a glass 3D (threedimensional) model of the various
operating levels of the mines as it
extends down and outwards within

Trepça/Trepča are held in high
esteem around the world for their
quality and purity and are shown in
many crystal museums.

PICTURES: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

sold exclusively to Selection Trust
Ltd of London. As a result, a new
company called Trepca Mines
Limited was formed in 1927. The
years up to the start of World War
II marked a period of investment
in the company and the local area.
Additional ore processing and
refining facilities were developed at
Zveçan/Zvečan, connected to the
mines of Stan Tërg/Stari trg by a huge
overhead cable. After World War II,
the company was nationalised and
most of the produce was mined for
export to the Soviet Union. Further
expansion within by the “Trepca”
company saw the opening of other
mines in the Kosovo region, including
Novobërdë/Novo Brdo to the
southeast, and Leposaviq/Leposavić
to the north. It also became a large
employer within Kosovo. In 1989,

Inside the museum

Trepça/Trepča mines employed
some 7,000 employees, whereas the
entire corporation employed over
22,000 employees. Currently, 700
persons are employed directly in
four mines, which are operating with
limited capacities. On one point in
its history Trepça/Trepča accounted
for the majority of Kosovo’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), but
since the war ended in 1999 most
of Trepça/Trepča’s facilities remain
closed. Domestic and/or foreign

KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013

For those interested in the crystals,
metals and minerals that are
extracted from mountains of Kosovo,
or those interested in the history
of the region, a visit to the Trepça/
Trepča Mine Museum at Stan Tërg/
Stari trg is a good place to start.
Lt Cdr Darragh Kirwan
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DEMINING OPERATION

THE KFOR CHRONICLE JOINED MAJ GARY M. CAMPBELL AND H

G

ermia Park is located on the eastern
outskirts of Prishtinë/Priština and is
an excellent outdoor amenity for those that
live in and near the capital. Germia has a
large waterpark, playgrounds, restaurants,
picnic areas, walking and cycling tracks
scattered throughout its 62 km₂. Yet amidst
this picturesque location important work is
being carried out by the Explosive Ordnance

Disposal (EOD) team from the Swedish
(SWE) Armed Forces, operating in Kosovo
under a bi-lateral agreement between the
two Governments. The EOD team operate
under the control of COM JRD-C.
Germia Park has a number of sites within its
vast area that are known to have Unexploded
Objects (UXOs). The Swedish Government

Swedish Secretary of Stat

PICTURE: MSG HAUG, Richard (5)

offered the services of
the Swedish Army to d
their specialist equipm
key sites within the par
the public. The work st
close co-operation from
Force (KSF). It is expec
continue until mid-J
required to complete
transported over land
work starting, includin
with different tools i.e.

Remote Controlled Excavator
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GERMIA PARK

DEMINING OPERATION

GERMIA PARK

HIS TEAM AT WORK IN GERMIA PARK
the excavators, put it thinly on the tarmac and
then it is cleared manually by the KSF. If UXOs
are found in this specific site they are most
likely cluster munitions (BL 755) - unstable
and required to be disposed of in place. So far
29 sub-munitions, 3 hand grenades and a 1250
kg deflagrated bomb have been found, along
with over 300 truckloads of checked gravel,
which has been transported from the site. As
MAJ Campbell sums up “I am very happy to
be able to conduct such an operation. All EOD
operations, wherever you are in the world, give
you new knowledge and experience for future
EOD work. I am also very glad for the way we,
SWE EOD and KSF, have worked together in
order to complete this task”.
Lt Cdr Darragh Kirwan

te, Com JRD-C & COM KSF receive a brief on site

f EOD personnel from
deploy to Kosovo with
ment, in order to clear
rk and make it safe for
tarted in late April with
m the Kosovo Security
cted that the work will
June. The equipment
e the operation was
from Sweden prior to
ng armoured excavators
crushers and grippers.

MAJ Gary M. Campbell and his seven person
team have been working the site from the start
and explained to the KFOR Chronicle how the
operation is progressing.
Since this site includes bombed buildings,
there is a lot of metal and concrete in and
around the soil. This makes it impossible
to clear manually with locators. It is also
very dangerous to conduct visible checks or
manual checks in the debris. Therefore the
method is to dig out the debris and soil with

Found amongst the buildings

KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013
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CULTURE REPORT

EUROPE DAY
Every year, 09 May marks Europe Day, a celebration of peace
and unity in Europe. Why is this date celebrated?

Children‘s Fair : Europe Day !

O

n 09 May 1950 the first
move was made towards the
creation of what is today known
as the European Union. It is an
occasion to organise activities and
festivities that bring Europe closer
to its citizens and the peoples of the
Union closer to one another.
In Kosovo, Europe Week 2013
was marked with events for citizens

in various places throughout the
country between the 07 and 12 May.
The programme of activities had
been organized by the EU Office in
Kosovo/EU Special Representative,
in cooperation with the Ministry of
European Integration, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of
Culture, Youth and Sports, as well
as EU member-state embassies and
missions.

PICTURE: MSG HAUG, RICHARD (5)

On the 07 May in Prishtinë/
Priština, Rexhep Luci Street
became ‘Europe Street’, where
coffee bars were transformed
into mini EU member-states.
On the 09 May a Children’s
Fair was organised in Mother
Teresa Boulevard. Over the
remainder of the week there
was an international workshop
titled ‘Culture as an agent
of social change’, a theatre
play premiere, a European
Souvenirs concert and a
Krenare Rugova fashion show.
Europe Week concluded with
the participation of Europe
Team in the Prishtinë/Priština
Half Marathon on Sunday 12
14
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May, which is also covered in this
month’s KFOR Chronicle too.
Lt Cdr Darragh Kirwan

SHOOTING COMPETION MSU

MULTINATIONAL SHOOTING TRAINING
BENEATH MOUNT GOLES
On Saturday, 25 May 2013, MSU Regiment, under the command of MSU Commander Colonel
Mario Di IULIO, conducted the 7th Multinational shooting exercise on the
MSU firing range beneath Mount Goles.

A

Young
Lieutenant
Giovanni
GIUSTO, Commander of a platoon
in the MSU Regiment, inspired by Lt GIUSTO, DCOM KFOR & Col Di IULIO
Col Di IULIO’s guidance, promoted
the innovative idea of multinational American, Austrian, Croatian,
shooting exercises, which would Danish, French (Army and
involve not only KFOR units but Gendarmerie), German, Polish,
also EULEX and UN representatives. Portuguese,
Slovenian,
Swiss
The main goal of this activity has and Hungarian. The culminating
been to allow troops from different shooting event was conducted on the
nations to become familiar with the 25 May, when representatives of 11
different types of weapons
currently used by the
various contingents in
theatre. This kind of
cross training is of
paramount importance in
enhancing co-operability,
effectiveness and building
mutual
confidence;
needed in the work they
perform
throughout
Kosovo. Since December
2012, staff of the Italian The Grenade Launcher in action
Carabinieri
MSU
Regiment, directed by Colonel Di national contingents participated at
Iulio, organised seven multinational the multinational shooting exercise.
shooting exercises which involved Overall more than 50 soldiers
EULEX, EU and KFOR unit have taken part in this activity and
representatives.
each shooting position has been
manned by a shooting instructor
In total, 13 different nations have and a certified gunsmith to ensure
been involved in this activity; safe weapon handling. During the
KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013

PICTURES: MSU (2)

fter he took over command
of the Unit on 05 December
2012, Colonel Di Iulio constantly
emphasised the requirement
that members of MSU maintain
the skills and a high operational
proficiency in the use of weapons.
On his order, shooting training
has been incorporated into the
weekly training program of the
Carabinieri.

exercise, 12 different types of rifles
and 10 pistols have been used.
Some other Italian weapons such
as Rifle Beretta PM12 (9x19 mm
Para), Semi-Automatic Rifle Franchi
SPAS 15 (Cal. 12 Gauge), Machine
Gun Beretta MG 42/59 (7.62x51
mm NATO) and Grenade
Launcher M-203 (Cal. 40
mm) were also in action.
Credit should go to Lt
GIUSTO for the role he
played in the preparation
and conduct of the
exercise, along with his
fellow colleagues in the
MSU Regiment, OR-9
Leonardo
MALQUORI
and OR-4 Giovanni ROSSI,
who acted as shooting
instructors and armorers.
Excellent preparation of the event
and support provided by the whole
staff of the MSU Regiment has
made this event very satisfying and
memorable for all the participants.
FSG Armando Santosuosso
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A DAY WITH STUDENTS OF
PRISHTINË/PRIŠTINA UNIVERSITY

PICTURE: AFRIM HAJRULLAHU (1)

YR

YOUTH REPORT

A student‘s life is a busy life

O

n the verge of exam term,
Kushtrim Sadiku, a freshman
from Vushtrri/Vucitrn who studies
Graphic Design in Prishtinë/
Priština University, was sitting in
the sun outside the Faculty of Arts
building downtown Pristina.
This time period, when exams are
due, is not typically a time when
students stay cool and without
stress. But, that’s not the case with
Kushtrim. He sees exams as just
another challenge. “There’s no exam
fever now… I consider exams as
challenges that come and go…,” he
says.
Kushtrim studies in this university
together with many other students
who come from all around Kosovo.
Being a place with not more than
2 million inhabitants and with the
16

youngest population in Europe,
Prishtinë/Priština University in
an academic year can have up to
30 thousand students studying
in its 16 different branches. All
these youngsters have one thing in
common – their aspiration to have a
promising future.
Around the Philosophy Faculty,
which is located right next to the
National University Library, every
day you can see hundreds of students
who gather up to share their interests
and concerns over their studies,
but also to socialize. One of them
is Marigona Krasniqi from Obiliq/
Obilic. She is a sociology student
in her second year of studies, in
a field she finds very interesting.
Sitting together with her friends
and classmates, she talks about her
experience in this faculty, struggles
KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013

with exams and her favourite aspect
of her studies. “I like to deal with how
people live, how they think, what
they consider as good or bad, how
they behave,” she enthusiastically
explains.
Even though many of these students
are interested in social sciences,
economics and law, one of the most
popular branches in this university is
Linguistics department, in particular
English Language and Literature.
Two students from this faculty,
Adelina Rexhaj and Albina Avdylaj,
who come from Istog/Istok, are
about to graduate in this field. Being
in the third year of their studies, they
have learned a lot, but they have also
seen some changes throughout these
years. “We have some new professors
who came from England and who
have their own criteria, and I must

UNIVERSITY LIFE

Vjosa Loshaj,
Chronicle Journalist
ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY
Vjosa speaks with the students

admit that we are not used to them,”
says Adelina. But she admits that the
quality of their studies has improved
and these changes are useful.

students in Prishtinë/Priština, as
anywhere else, enjoy socializing and
having fun in bars and clubs in their
spare time. Some of them aspire to
work as interpreters, teachers, lawyers,
For them it is also very useful directors in different institutions and
and welcomed when they have organizations, artists... and many
different representatives of local and of them would like to go abroad to
international institutions, who give either continue studying or obtain
lectures and give talks to the students work there. But many others would
and offer their support.
prefer to stay in Kosovo. Even
though the unemployment rate here
The day these students were is the highest in the region, still these
interviewed, the Ombudsperson students have high hopes for the
for the people was there to give a future. So does Kushtrim, “We expect
lecture, and they also said that there to see better times. Kosovo is a good
were many other officials in the place and there’s no better place than
past who gave lectures, including your own. I love my country,” he says.
Commanders of KFOR.
Vjosa Loshaj

T

he University of Prishtinë/
Priština is the most
important educational, scientific
and cultural institution in
Kosovo. For more than thirty
years it was the sole carrier of
higher education. The University
of Prishtinë/Priština is relatively
new – forty three years old, but
the path of its development was
dynamic, and the educational,
scientific and artistic activities
were rich and with great results,
with undeniable and historic
weight. Initially, the University
consisted of 4 faculties, and
currently it includes 16 academic
units.

PICTURES: AFRIM HAJRULLAHU (2)

A more specific case is with those
who study arts. To become an artist
costs more, and students have to pay
for their own equipment and supplies
which are needed. But apparently to
them, that’s not an obstacle when
it comes to following their dream.
With some support, be it their
families or institutions, they see
some light at the end of the tunnel.
“Whoever loves art could support us,
be it institutions or anyone else…,”
says Arbias Berisha from Klinë/Klina
who studies painting.
Aside from studies and exams, these
KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013
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CHANGE OF COMMAND SACEUR

SACEUR FINAL VISIT TO KFOR
On 01 May SACEUR, Admiral STAVRIDIS, paid his final visit to KFOR before his Change of
Command later in the month. While here he met with representatives of the various units and
nations serving in KFOR. KFOR Chronicle also takes this opportunity to introduce the new
SACEUR General BREEDLOVE who assumed his new Command on 13 May.

P

rior to the Change of
Command
during
the
month, ADM Stavridis visited
KFOR for the last time as
SACEUR. While here he took
the opportunity to meet with a
representative body of various
nations and units that make up
KFOR.

PICTURES: MSG JAKOBS, Thorsten (1), PAO SHAPE (1)

ADM Stavridis also marked
his final visit by presenting
commemorative coins to the
group in the garden of BAVARIA,
Camp Film City. In order to mark
this final visit, COM KFOR had
organised a special presentation
to the outgoing SACEUR of his
KFOR flag, lowered and presented
as part of a ceremony in front of
the HQ building.

O

n Monday 13 May in Belgium,
General Breedlove (US AF)
became NATO’s Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR),
assuming command of Allied
Command Operations from Admiral
Stavridis.
Gen Breedlove stated “As I take
command today, I am humbled by
the great company I am joining,
intrigued by the challenges we will face
together, and inspired by the recent
achievements of Soldiers, Sailors,
Airmen and Marines from across this
incredible Alliance”.
The SACEUR is responsible for
the overall direction and conduct of
military operations for NATO and his
command is exercised from Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
(SHAPE) near Mons, Belgium.
Puplic Affairs Office Shape
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SACEUR & COM KFOR during a recce of DOG 31
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NEWS IN BRIEF

NEWS IN

BRIEF

AROUND KFOR

Change of Command JRD-E
On Sunday, 26 May in Camp Bondsteel, a Change of Command
ceremony was held for the Joint Regional Detachment East
(JRD-E). In the presence of COM KFOR and local representatives,
Maj Jonathan HARTSOCK took over the Command of JRD-E
from Lieutenant Colonel Edward CLOYD.

Change of Command JRD-W
On Tuesday, 28 May 2013 at Camp Villaggio Italia the ceremony
marking the Change of Command at KFOR Joint Regional
Detachment West (JRD-W) was held. In the presence of COM
KFOR and other representatives of international and local
organisations, Lieutenant Colonel Antonio Pellone took over
the Command of JRD West from Lieutenant Colonel Giuseppe
Cuomo.

The DANCON March has been a tradition in the Danish Army
since 1972. The past marches have been held in operational areas
such as Cyprus, Bosnia, Kosovo, Iraq and Afghanistan, as well
as other countries where Danish forces have been deployed. The
2nd 2013 Camp Novo Selo DANCON march was approximately
25 km in length. To earn the coveted medal, participants must
complete the distance within 6 hours carrying a load of 10 kg
(not including food and water). The winner of the 2nd 2013
DANCON March was OR-3 Črešnar Matjaž, Slovenian Armed
Forces; a member of the DCOM’s KFOR Close Protection Team.
Appreciation to the civilian workers
Brigadier General Steven DUFF, Chief of Staff KFOR, recently
met with the civilian personnel that run the Laundry at Camp
Film City. His presentation of Letters of Appreciation remind
us all of the valuable contribution that the civilian workers
make to the KFOR mission. In the case of the Laundry staff,
they are always cheerful and full of good humour; brightening
up the days of all who drop in to their office. If there are other
civilian personnel working in your Camp that make an equally
impressive effort, please help us make your appreciation known
to them and send us in a photo for the magazine. The KFOR
Chronicle salutes them!
KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013
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PICTURES: Sergeant major Egidio GIUDICE (1), StSgt HARDING, Cody (1), Cap PECKO (1), Private First Class JUSTINEK Slavček (1)

DANCON March
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Rules:
The standard consists of a grid Sudoku field with 3 × 3
blocks, which are each divided into 3 × 3 fields, a total of
81 fields in 9 rows and 9 columns. In some of these fields
at the beginning digits 1 to 9 are registered (“targets“).

Solutions APRIL

The task is to fill in the blanks of the puzzle so that in
each of nine rows, columns and blocks of each digit from
1 to 9 appears only once.
The three areas (row, column, block) are equally units
or groups.
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INTERNATIONAL HALF-MARATHON 2013 / PICTURE OF THE MONTH

RUN FOR PEACE AND
TOLERANCE
Prishtinë/Priština International Half-Marathon 2013

http://maratonpr.com/english/page/results.htm
Some of the Runners from Camp Film City

O

n Sunday 12 May the twelfth Prishtinë/Priština
International Half-Marathon was held in the
streets around the capital.

The photograph published as the winner of the ‘Photo of the Month’ competition in the April 2013 edition of the KFOR Chronicle was incorrectly credited to OR-9 Nikakis Athanasios. Instead the credit goes to OR-7 Pavlidis
Panagiotis, who took the photograph using his Panasonic DMC-TZ10 camera during the MWA Trip to the Brezovicë/Brezovica area. Those interested in
participating in our Photo of the Month should submit their photo by the
25th of the month.
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APRIL 2013

PHOTO OF MONTH APRIL 2013
CORRECTION

PICTURES: MSG HAUG, RICHARD (1), LtCol Fasching (1)

Besides the 21 km competition, additional races were
held on the same day for wheelchair participants, as
well as five and two kilometre distances. The event
was organised by the Athletic Federation of Kosova,
the Ministry for Culture, Youth and Sport and the
Directory of Sport and Youth. Among the hundreds of
multinational participants were KFOR representatives
from many nations. For those that took part and are
interested in their official times – check out the results
on the official Marathon website page above.
Lt Cdr Darragh Kirwan
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HEALTH ADVICE

Commander KFOR
Major General Volker R. Halbauer,
German Army

SUMMER IS COMING
SO GET READY

Chief Public Affairs Office &
KFOR Spokesman
Lieutenant Colonel Guenter Bohn,
German Army
Chief Internal Information &
Editor KFOR Chronicle
Lt Cdr Darragh Kirwan
Irish Defence Forces
kirwand@hq.kfor.nato.int
Photographer & Design
Mr. Afrim Hajrullahu
Master Sergeant Richard Haug,
German Army
haugr@hq.kfor.nato.int

As the temperatures rise and the landscape changes quickly the
Medical Centre, Camp Film City, has provided some general
advice for the soldiers, sailors and airman of KFOR
to follow to keep them healthy.

I

t is slowly becoming summer and the dangers of heat and sun are
creeping near. Now it is time to follow some rules:
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Shade - If possible, try to spend the noon hours in cool places and please
avoid outdoor sport activities at this time.
Hydrate - Drink enough fluid (at least 2-3 litres) of either mineral water
with a high content of sodium and magnesium, fruit teas, or “Isodrinks” –
and more during physical activities. The drinks should be enjoyed not too
cold or not too hot.
Food - Try to eat easily digestible and low-fat foods such as salads, fruits
and fish. Germs love warm climate, so to avoid gastroenteritis don’t forget
to wash and disinfect your hands before your meals.
Sun - Protect yourself from sunburn using sun lotion with a sun protection
factor appropriate to your skin type. Wear a hat, which should not be really
difficult for us as soldiers. And remember that your eyes need the special
protection of sunglasses at this time.
Insects - Summertime is mosquito and tick time. Insect repellents on clothes and skin can ward off the attack of the annoying and sometimes even
dangerous beasts (keyword: tick encephalitis, Crimean-Congo fever). Especially if you are busy outdoors a lot, scan your body for ticks once a day.
For additional questions please contact our medical staff at the Medical
Centre, Camp Film City or your nearest Medical facility in KFOR.
We wish you a pleasant summer time,
Your Medical Team
KFOR CHRONICLE 5/2013

PROFILES

MILITARY EDUCATION: Officer’s Course, NBC Staff Officers
Course, Patrolling Course, Parachute Course (Static Line), Pathfinder Course, Basic Counterinsurgency Course.
ABOUT THE MISSION: This is the second time that I am serving in Kosovo. The first time was in 2000 and now I can see
that a lot of things have changed. Even if the country is not rich,
people are enjoying peace.
I like to work in a Multinational Command. It gives me great
motivation; I want to do the best I can and also I want to “absorb”
as much I can from this experience.
FAMILY REACTION: My eldest son gets more responsibility
because he feels in charge. The other two were sorry… but when
I told them I will buy them an “X-BOX” they felt much better!
Bruno Calabria My wife is sorry too … but she doesn’t like “X-BOX”… Anyway
Name:
Rank: 				
OF-3 they are proud of me and I am proud of them!
HOBBIES: Sports, reading books, try to improve my English,
Nationality:
Italian take care of my own and my friends’ happiness!
KFORUnit:
MCAD 2nd RR BN

Amar Atmane

Rank: 			

OR-6

Nationality:		

Moroccan

KFOR Unit:

Moroccan Support

Element/M.N.B.G.-East
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PICTURE: MSG HAUG, RICHARD (1), MNBG-E (1)

Name:

MILITARY EDUCATION: At the age of 18 years old, I joined
the Sustainment Center for the Non-Commissioned Officers in
“Salé” for two years training, and then graduated as OR-6. Our
mission is to deal with mainly the logistics and all the Supply
Administrations within the units’ services. Therefore, our qualification is also based on the fundamental military pillars of every
soldier able to serve in the battlefield with high professionalism
and efficiency.
ABOUT THE MISSION: This is my first mission abroad, I
could know much more about the other nations serving within
the KFOR, their mentalities, their military doctrines and also
their administrative procedures related to Logistics. Moreover,
through my deployment in Kosovo, I could discover more details about the NATO basic Rules of Engagement including all
the specificities related to each nation’s culture and historical
background.
FAMILY REACTION: Since it was my first mission, things were
difficult at the beginning for my family especially my daughter
Fatime-Zohra, therefore, after spending one week here, they got
convinced that was in my interest to come here, then, our national duty to represent our country makes us very proud to be
within such Multinational Force serving for noble reasons; Freedom and Security.
HOBBIES: Swimming, Reading books, and I’m very fan of travelling.
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